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Summary
Monocular deprivation (MD) for a few days during a critical period of development leads to loss of cortical responses to stimulation of the deprived eye. Despite the
profound effects of MD on cortical function, optical imaging of intrinsic signals and single-unit recordings
revealed that deprived eye responses and orientation
selectivity recovered a few hours after restoration of
normal binocular vision. Moreover, recovery of deprived eye responses was not dependent upon mRNA
translation, but required cortical activity. Interestingly,
this fast recovery and protein synthesis independence
was restricted to the hemisphere contralateral to the
previously deprived eye. Collectively, these results implicate a relatively simple mechanistic process in the
reactivation of a latent set of connections following
restoration of binocular vision and provide new insight
into how recovery of cortical function can rapidly
occur in response to changes in sensory experience.
Introduction
Degradation of the visual input to one eye during a critical period of development leads to amblyopia, a condition characterized by a decrease in visual acuity that
affects approximately 3% of the population (Rutstein
and Daum, 1998). Classic experiments using the monocular deprivation (MD) model of amblyopia have indicated that abnormalities of cortical form and function
underlie the visual deficits in this condition (Wiesel
and Hubel, 1965; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970). A brief period
of MD lasting a few days causes a pronounced shift in
ocular dominance toward the experienced eye (Olson
and Freeman, 1975), even before loss of cortical connections relaying information from this eye becomes
apparent (Antonini and Stryker, 1993). Notwithstanding
the substantial functional changes in the visual cortex,
recovery from the effects of MD can be obtained if normal visual input to the deprived eye is promptly restored
(Olson and Freeman, 1978; Mitchell et al., 2001; Kind
et al., 2002; Liao et al., 2002, 2004).
Recent studies have elucidated some of the mechanisms regulating ocular dominance plasticity during
MD (for review, see Berardi et al., 2003). In contrast,
what mechanisms underlie recovery of deprived eye
function remains unknown, even though this information
may have significant implications for understanding cortical plasticity and developing novel therapeutic
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approaches for amblyopia. In view of the profound effects of short-term MD on cortical function, a reasonable
hypothesis is that recovery entails a protracted period of
cortical reorganization involving gene expression and
protein synthesis. In contrast, behavioral studies in kittens (Mitchell and Gingras, 1998) and in humans (Maurer
et al., 1999) have shown fast recovery of visual acuity following few hours of binocular vision after a period of
deprivation. These results raise the intriguing possibility
that recovery from short-term MD is a fast process that
does not involve major anatomical rearrangements and
is mostly due to changes in the function of a latent set
of geniculocortical and/or intrinsic cortical connections.
To examine these possibilities, cortical responses to
visual stimulation were examined in ferrets that had their
right eyes monocularly deprived for 6 days and then
were allowed different periods of binocular vision. Optical imaging of intrinsic signals and single-unit recordings revealed that deprived eye responses in the left
primary visual cortex (V1) fully recovered within a few
hours of binocular vision. Moreover, recovery of deprived eye orientation maps and neuronal orientation selectivity was seen following the same time period. We
also examined whether cortical protein synthesis plays
a role in loss and recovery of deprived eye function by
using intracortical infusion of cycloheximide (CHX) and
rapamycin (RAPA), protein synthesis inhibitors with different molecular targets (Obrig et al., 1971; Jacinto and
Hall, 2003). Confirming a previous report (Taha and
Stryker, 2002), loss of deprived eye responses was prevented by intracortical infusion of CHX. Surprisingly,
however, recovery of deprived eye responses was not
prevented by infusion of CHX alone, or even in combination with RAPA. In contrast, intracortical infusion of
tetrodotoxin (TTX) prevented recovery, indicating a critical role for cortical activity in this type of plasticity. Interestingly, this fast and protein-independent recovery was
observed only in the hemisphere contralateral to the deprived eye, where input from the contralateral eye dominates in V1. In conclusion, these findings show that
recovery from the effects of a brief period of MD can be
remarkably rapid and precise and that it requires cortical
activity, but not protein synthesis. Collectively, these
results provide new insight into the molecular mechanisms that mediate recovery from the effects of MD.
Results
Rapid Recovery of Deprived Eye Responses
Animals used in this study had their right eyelids closed
for a period of 6 days to induce a saturating ocular dominance shift in the ferret contralateral V1 (Medina et al.,
2003) and then were allowed 0.5 hr to 5 days of binocular vision. Ocular dominance maps reflecting the relative
responses to the two eyes and monocular response
maps reflecting the absolute response to stimulation
of each eye were obtained by optical imaging of intrinsic
signals. Figure 1 illustrates the finding that the experienced (left) eye completely dominated contralateral cortical responses after 6 days of MD (Figure 1A). In
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Figure 1. Rapid Recovery of Ocular Dominance Domains Revealed by Optical Imaging
Maps of ocular dominance obtained from different animals are shown in the left column, where dark areas represent regions that responded
best to gratings presented to the right eye and white areas represent regions that responded best to the same gratings presented to the left
eye. White areas completely dominate V1 and V2 of the left hemisphere in a monocularly deprived animal (MD, [A]), whereas dark regions reflect recovery following restoration of binocular vision (B–D). Monocular response maps for the left and right eyes are shown in the center and
right columns, respectively. Dark areas in monocular response maps represent visual response. In the left hemisphere, lack of response to
stimulation of the deprived (right) eye in a monocularly deprived animal (A) contrasts with the robust response to stimulation of the recovering
(right) eye in additional animals following restoration of binocular vision (B–D). Note the similarity between the 4 hr recovery ferret (D) and the
normal ferret (E). In the right hemisphere, only weak responses to stimulation of the deprived (right) eye were observed after 4 hr of binocular
recovery (F); much stronger responses to stimulation of the recovering eye (right) were detected following 4 days of binocular vision (G). The
craniotomies exposed areas V1 and V2 (White et al., 1999), with rostral, shown at top and medial, at right (left hemisphere) or left (right hemisphere). Scale bar, 3 mm.
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Figure 2. Quantitative Assessment of Ocular
Dominance Maps
Ocular dominance histograms for recordings
in the left hemisphere are shown in which the
x axis represents classes of gray values (0
to 255, 0 = black and 255 = white) and the
y axis indicates the number of pixels (in percentages) found for each gray value class.
Darker (0–101) and lighter (153–255) pixels
indicate responses dominated by the right
(contralateral) and left (ipsilateral) eyes, respectively. (A and B) Animals deprived for 6
days ([B], n = 4) showed a pronounced ocular dominance shift toward the experienced
(left) eye relative to normal animals ([A], n =
7). (C and D) Recovery of responses to the
previously deprived (right) eye was already
evident at 0.5–2 hr of binocular vision ([C],
n = 4), and at 4 hr ([D], n = 7), animals showed
a normal ocular dominance profile (compare
[D] to [A]). Error bars indicate 6SEM. (E)
Contralateral bias index scores (CBIOI, see
the Experimental Procedures) are plotted
for normal, monocularly deprived, and binocularly recovered animals. Each open circle
represents the CBIOI for an individual animal,
and the horizontal bars represent the mean
CBIOI of each group. The CBIOI scores for
the right hemisphere of 4 hr (n = 4) and 3 to
4 days (n = 4) binocularly recovered animals
are also plotted (open triangles). For purposes of comparison, the CBIOI scores for the
right hemisphere were subtracted from 1. After 6 days, but not 4 hr, of MD, a striking reduction in CBIOI values reflected increased
predominance of the open ipsilateral eye.
Following restoration of binocular vision,
progressive recovery was seen in the left
hemisphere so that after 4 hr of recovery,
the CBIOI distribution is similar to normal. In
the right hemisphere, however, CBIOI scores
at 4 hr of binocular vision did not differ from
the scores at 6 days of MD. BR, binocular recovery; cont, contralateral; ipsi, ipsilateral;
RE, right eye; LE, left eye.

contrast, responses to the previously deprived (right)
eye were already evident, in representative cases, after
as little as 0.5–2 hr of binocular vision (Figures 1B and
1C) and were similar to normal after 4 hr (Figure 1, compare panels (D) and (E)). In the ipsilateral hemisphere,
however, deprived eye responses were only evident after 4 days of binocular recovery (Figures 1F and 1G).
Quantification of ocular dominance maps (see the Experimental Procedures) demonstrated a robust ocular
dominance shift toward the experienced (ipsilateral)
eye following 6 days of MD (Figure 2B). However, the
normal ocular dominance profile (Figure 2A) was progressively restored within the first 4 hr of binocular vision
(Figures 2C and 2D). An optical imaging contralateral

bias index (CBIOI), which reflects the relative strength
of the contralateral eye’s input to the cortex, was computed from the ocular dominance histograms of each
animal (see the Experimental Procedures). CBIOI values
shifted toward 1.0 in normal animals reflect contralateral
eye dominance, whereas CBIOI values shifted toward 0.0
following 6 days of MD indicate experienced (ipsilateral)
eye dominance (Figure 2E). Following restoration of binocular vision, however, CBIOI values increased rapidly to
normal levels (Figure 2E). Statistical analysis of CBIOI
values revealed significant differences between normal
and deprived (6 days) animals (p < 0.01, post hoc Bonferroni test) as well as between deprived (6 days) and recovered (4 hr) animals (p < 0.01, post hoc Bonferroni
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test). No significant differences were found between
normal and recovered (4 hr) animals or between normal
and deprived (4 hr) animals (p = 1.0, for both cases, post
hoc Bonferroni test).
Quantification of ocular dominance maps in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the deprived eye did not show recovery following 4 hr of binocular vision compared to
normal animals (Figure 2E, p < 0.01, post hoc Bonferroni
test). However, normal CBI values were observed after
3 to 4 days of binocular recovery (Figure 2E).
To examine further rapid recovery of deprived eye responses, we conducted single-unit recordings in the
binocular region of V1 (Law et al., 1988) in normal, monocularly deprived, and binocularly recovered animals.
Single-unit recordings were made at w100 mm intervals
along electrode penetrations. An ocular dominance index (ODI) was obtained for each cell by comparing the
number of spikes evoked by stimulation of each eye
(see the Experimental Procedures). An index of 1.0 indicates that a cell is responsive only to the left (experienced) eye, and an index of 0.0 indicates that a cell is
responsive only to the right (deprived or recovering)
eye. Results shown in Figure 3 confirm that 6 days of
MD (Figure 3C), but not 4 hr of MD (Figure 3B), induced
a saturating ocular dominance shift toward the experienced eye. Substantial recovery toward a normal ocular
dominance profile (Figure 3A) was seen following 1–3 hr
of binocular vision (Figure 3D). At 4 hr of recovery (Figure 3E), ocular dominance histograms were indistinguishable from normal (Figure 3A). A more prolonged
period of binocular vision lasting 1–5 days did not result
in any additional changes in the ocular dominance profile (Figure 3F). Computation of CBI values for each animal confirmed that, in the contralateral hemisphere,
recovery proceeded rapidly so that after 4 hr of binocular vision, CBI values were back to normal levels (Figure
3G; p = 1.0, post hoc Tamhane test) and were significantly different from those in animals deprived for 6
days (Figure 3G; p < 0.05, post hoc Tamhane test).
These results were not contaminated by recovery during the recording session since there was no correlation
between ODIs and time of recording in animals recovered for 4 hr (r = 0.035; df = 330; p = 0.521).
Quantification of ocular dominance in the hemisphere
ipsilateral to the deprived eye did not show recovery following 4 hr of binocular vision (Figure 3G; p < 0.01, post
hoc Tamhane test) and normal CBI values were only restored after 3 to 4 days of binocular recovery (Figure 3G,
p = 1.0, post hoc Tamhane test).
In cats, the earliest effects of MD are seen in the superficial layers (Trachtenberg et al., 2000). For this reason
we asked what cortical layers showed rapid recovery.
Laminar analysis indicates that deprived eye responses
recovered through all cortical layers in the left V1 following 4 hr of binocular vision (Figure 4). No differences
were observed in ocular dominance distributions for different layers (c2 = 10.92; df = 8; p = 0.2).
In conclusion, the results obtained using optical imaging of intrinsic signals and single-unit recordings are
consistent in indicating that deprived eye responses recover remarkably fast following restoration of normal
binocular vision. However, this fast recovery was only
observed in the hemisphere contralateral to the previously deprived eye.

Rapid Restoration of Orientation Selectivity
Although it has been established that the previously deprived eye recovers normal orientation maps following 7
days of visual experience (Kim and Bonhoeffer, 1994),
this study did not examine the initial stages of recovery.
One possibility is that neurons are orientation selective
during the initial stages of recovery. An alternative possibility is that orientation selectivity is weak initially and
recovers after inappropriate connections are eliminated
during a period of cortical reorganization. To determine
which of these alternative possibilities is correct, we examined orientation selectivity maps after 4 hr of binocular vision. Figure 5 illustrates the loss of deprived (right)
eye orientation domains following 6 days of MD (compare Figures 5A and 5B). Yet, orientation maps for the
deprived eye recovered rapidly following 4 hr of binocular vision (Figure 5C). To quantify changes in orientation
selectivity domains during MD and recovery, we computed orientation selectivity indices for optical images
from cardinal (OSIOI cardinal) and oblique (OSIOI oblique)
differential images and also from magnitude maps
(OSIOI magnitude) to evaluate changes in orientation selectivity strength (see the Experimental Procedures). A
low OSIOI reflects poor orientation selectivity, opposed
to a high OSIOI, which reflects a high degree of selectivity. Population analysis indicated that 6 days of MD induced a significant reduction of the deprived eye OSIOI
values (Figures 5D–5F). Following 4 hr of binocular vision, however, OSIOI values recovered to normal levels
(Figures 5D–5F). Mean OSIOI values (6SEM) for the recovered (right) eye were similar to the right eye values
of normal animals (OSIOI cardinal: 24.08 6 2.3 versus
24.48 6 3.1; OSIOI oblique: 19.41 6 2.7 versus 19.28 6
2.7; OSIOI magnitude: 49.67 6 3.5 versus 45.75 6 4.4;
p > 0.70 for all cases, Student’s t test). Interestingly, binocularly recovered animals exhibited a tendency to
demonstrate higher OSIOI values in the experienced
(left) eye than was observed in the left eye of normal animals, but this difference did not reach statistical significance (Figures 5D–5F; p > 0.05, for all comparisons,
Students’s t test).
To examine further the fast recovery of orientation selectivity, single-unit recordings were conducted in animals that had been deprived for 6 days and then were
allowed 4 hr of binocular vision. Two orientation selectivity indices (OSI90º and OSI45º) were obtained for
each cell (see the Experimental Procedures). Indices
of 1.0 indicate a high degree of selectivity, and indices
of 0.0 indicate a lack of selectivity. Histogram distributions of OSI90º and OSI45º for the recovered (right)
and experienced (left) eyes were similar to distributions
obtained for the dominant eyes of normal animals (Figures 6A and 6B). The mean OSI90º and OSI45º values
(6SEM) for the recovering and experienced eyes were:
0.69 6 0.08 versus 0.66 6 0.10 and 0.58 6 0.07 versus
0.62 6 0.10 respectively (p > 0.46 for both cases, Student’s t test). We also examined OSIs in 20 binocular
cells (Figures 6C and 6D) and found a significant correlation between the OSIs for the two eyes (OSI90º: r =
0.58, p < 0.01; OSI45º: r = 0.53, p < 0.05). In addition,
no differences between the two eyes were observed regarding neuronal orientation tuning (Figures 6E and 6F).
In conclusion, normal orientation selectivity is present
after 4 hr of binocular recovery, suggesting that
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Figure 3. Rapid Recovery of Deprived Eye Response and Cortical Binocularity Revealed by Single-Unit Recordings
(A–F) Ocular dominance distributions for neurons located in the left V1 show that 4 hr of MD ([B], 120 cells, n = 4) did not induce a shift toward
the ipsilateral (left) eye, whereas 6 days of MD induced an almost complete loss of deprived eye responses ([C], 218 cells, n = 8). Following 1–3
hr of binocular vision, animals showed a pronounced recovery of cortical binocularity ([D], 223 cells, n = 5). At 4 hr of recovery ([E], 331 cells, n =
8), ocular dominance profiles were similar to normal ([A], 178 cells, n = 6). A similar profile was also seen with 1–5 days of binocular vision after
6 days of MD ([F], 269 cells, n = 6). Error bars indicate 6SEM. (G) Contralateral bias index scores (CBI) are plotted for the left hemisphere of
normal, monocularly deprived, and binocularly recovered animals. The CBIs for the right hemisphere of binocularly recovered animals (4 hr,
124 cells, n = 4; 12 hr, 243 cells, n = 5; 3–4 days, 90 cells, n = 4) are also plotted (open triangles). For purposes of comparison, the CBI scores
for the right hemisphere were subtracted from 1. Each symbol represents the CBI for an individual animal, and horizontal bars represent the
mean CBI of each group. CBI values in the left hemisphere were markedly reduced relative to normal following 6 days of MD, but rapidly recovered to normal values following restoration of binocular vision. In the right hemisphere, however, normal CBI values for most animals were
only restored after 3–4 days of binocular vision. BR, binocular recovery; cont, contralateral; ipsi, ipsilateral; RE, right eye; LE, left eye.

deprived eye neuronal selectivity to stimulus orientation
is restored with great precision.
Suppression of Visual Cortical Protein Synthesis
Prevents Loss but Not Recovery of Deprived
Eye Responses
These findings raise the question of what molecular
mechanisms underlie recovery of deprived eye responses after short-term MD. One possibility is that
gene transcription and protein synthesis are required

in recovery, as in loss of deprived eye responses
(Pham et al., 1999; Taha and Stryker, 2002). An alternative possibility is that different mechanisms underlie
loss and recovery of deprived eye function in the
short-term MD model. This hypothesis is consistent
with a recent study showing that activation of the transcription factor cAMP/Ca2+ response element binding
protein (CREB, Frank and Greenberg, 1994) is required
for loss (Mower et al., 2002), but not recovery (Liao
et al., 2002), of cortical binocularity. However, these
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Figure 4. Rapid Recovery of Deprived Eye
Responses in Different Cortical Layers
(A–C) Nissl-stained V1 coronal sections from
three recovered animals illustrating microelectrode tracks. Arrowheads indicate electrolytic lesions. (D–F) Ocular dominance
distributions were determined for cells located in layers II/III ([D], 63 cells), layer IV
([E], 80 cells), and V/VI ([F], 95 cells) from
six animals that had their right eyelids closed
for 6 days and then were allowed 4 hr of binocular vision. Electrode penetrations (n = 15)
were made in the left V1. Scale bar, 300 mm.

results do not indicate whether recovery of functional
connections requires gene transcription and protein
synthesis, since other transcription factors may be involved in ocular dominance plasticity.
We tested these hypotheses by inhibiting protein synthesis during binocular recovery from MD, as a means of
assessing the necessity of newly synthesized protein
for the rapid restoration of binocularity and orientation
selectivity that we observed. Two protein synthesis inhibitors were selected for this study: CHX, because it
has been shown to block loss of deprived eye responses during MD (Taha and Stryker, 2002), and
RAPA, because it has been shown to block the dendritic
protein synthesis required in long-term synaptic plasticity and memory (Kandel, 2001). By measuring incorporation of tritium-labeled amino acid leucine into newly
synthesized proteins (see the Experimental Procedures), we confirmed, in ferrets, the findings of a previous report showing that infusion of CHX inhibits cortical
protein synthesis in mice (Taha and Stryker, 2002). Figure 7 shows that CHX infusion suppressed cortical protein synthesis (Figures 7A–7D) without disrupting V1
cytoarchitecture (Figure 7E). Protein synthesis inhibition
was quantified by counting silver grains sampled over
the lateral extent of the infused and noninfused hemispheres of three animals (Figure 7F). In the infused
hemisphere, protein synthesis was substantially suppressed up to 2.5 mm from the infusion site, where we
conducted our electrophysiology recordings. The number of grains/mm2 (mean 6 SEM) close to the infusion
site (0.5–2.5 mm) was significantly lower (2602.17 6
333.24) than far (3.5–4.5 mm) from the infusion site
(5188.41 6 218.40, p < 0.0001, Student’s t test).
Previous studies indicated protein synthesis and
CREB function dependence of ocular dominance

plasticity during MD over a period of 3 to 4 days (Mower
et al., 2002; Taha and Stryker, 2002). For this reason, we
examined in ferrets whether protein synthesis inhibition
blocks ocular dominance plasticity during a similar period of MD or recovery. To allow diffusion of the protein
synthesis inhibitor, minipump implants were made 1
day before the right eyelid was sutured closed (Taha
and Stryker, 2002). Figure 8 shows that treatment of
the left V1 with CHX blocked loss of deprived eye function close (i.e., up to 2 mm, Figure 8B), but not far (i.e.,
w5 mm, Figure 8A) from the infusion site. CBI values
(mean 6 SEM) close to the infusion site (0.49 6 0.06)
were significantly higher than those far (0.11 6 0.04,
p < 0.001, Student’s t test) from the infusion site.
These experiments confirm that CHX infusion at the
concentration used here suppresses protein synthesis
up to 2.5 mm from the infusion site and is sufficient to
prevent loss of deprived eye responses. To examine
the effects of protein synthesis inhibition on recovery,
animals were deprived for 6 days and then surgically implanted with minipumps. To allow diffusion of the protein synthesis inhibitor to the left hemisphere, the
deprived (right) eye was reopened 1 day later (Taha
and Stryker, 2002). Figure 8C shows that treatment
with CHX during 3 to 4 days of binocular vision did not
prevent recovery of deprived eye responses close (up
to 2 mm) to the infusion site. However, one could argue
that protein synthesis inhibition at the time of eye reopening (1 day after minipump implantation) was not
sufficient to prevent recovery of deprived eye responses and/or that CHX could be delaying recovery
of deprived eye responses from a matter of hours to
a few days. Therefore, four additional animals were
monocularly deprived for 6 days and then minipumps
were surgically implanted 3 to 4 days before allowing
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Figure 5. Restoration of Deprived Eye Orientation Domains following 4 Hr of Binocular Recovery
(A–C) Examples of maps of orientation preference for left and right eyes from different animals. The polar maps for each eye are also shown
(below differential maps), where brightness and colors represent selectivity and preference, respectively. Normal orientation map (A) was lost
for the deprived (right) eye in a 6 day MD animal (B), but recovered in another animal deprived for 6 days and then allowed 4 hr of binocular
vision (C). The craniotomies exposed areas V1 and V2 in the left hemisphere (White et al., 1999), with medial represented to the right and rostral
to the top of the figure. Scale bar, 3 mm. (D–F) Quantitative assessment of orientation selectivity in normal (n = 6), deprived (MD, n = 4) and
recovered (BR, n = 7) animals. Orientation selectivity indices (OSIOI) were computed from cardinal and oblique difference images and from
magnitude maps (see the Experimental Procedures). As expected, 6 days of MD significantly decreased the deprived (right) eye OSIOI values
compared to the experienced (left) eye values ([D], [E], and [F], respectively: ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, Student’s t test). Four hours after
restoration of binocular vision, orientation selectivity of the previously deprived (right) eye was restored in all cases. Error bars indicate 6SEM.

4 hr of binocular experience. Figure 8C shows that 3 to 4
days of CHX infusion before eye opening and during
4 hr of binocular vision also failed to prevent recovery
of deprived eye responses close to the infusion site. Remarkably, infusion of a combination of CHX and RAPA
also failed to prevent restoration of deprived eye responses close to the infusion site (Figure 8D). In every
animal, we certified that infusion had been successful
by verification of the residual volume of solution inside
the osmotic minipump at the time of recordings and
by histological analysis to verify the position of the infusion cannula. These findings provide strong evidence
that recovery of deprived eye responses in the contralateral hemisphere occurs independently of new protein
synthesis.
In the ipsilateral hemisphere, however, infusion of
CHX during 3 to 4 days of binocular vision blocked

recovery of deprived eye responses close to (i.e., up
to 2 mm, Figure 8F), but not far (i.e., w5 mm, Figure
8E) from the infusion site. CBI values (mean 6 SEM)
close to the infusion site (0.79 6 0.06) were significantly
higher than those far (0.55 6 0.05, p < 0.05, Student’s t
test).
Recovery Requires Cortical Activity
Blockade of intracortical activity has been shown to prevent ocular dominance plasticity during MD (Reiter et al.,
1986). Here, we used intracortical infusion of TTX during
the period of binocular vision to examine whether ocular
dominance plasticity leading to recovery of deprived
eye function also requires cortical activity. Animals
were monocularly deprived for 6 days and then received
intracortical infusion of TTX (5 mM) during 3 to 4 days of
binocular recovery. The pumps were removed after the
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Figure 6. Rapid Restoration of Neuronal Orientation Selectivity for the Recovering Eye
(A and B) Orientation selectivity index (OSI) histograms created from responses to stimulation of the recovered (right) and experienced (left)
eyes of eight animals after 6 days of MD followed by 4 hr of binocular recovery (left eye, 40 cells; right eye, 66 cells). The solid line (closed
symbols) shows the OSI distributions for the dominant (left or right) eye of normal (nondeprived) animals (118 cells, n = 6).
(C and D) Plots of OSIs for 20 cells in which responses to stimulation were recorded for each eye. These cells were recorded from five animals
that were monocularly deprived for 6 days and then allowed 4 hr of binocular vision. Values sorted in ascending order for the experienced (left)
eye revealed similar distributions for the two eyes.
(E and F) Polar plots of single-unit responses computed from the same 20 cells shown in (C) and (D). (E) Each color line plots the normalized
responses of a single neuron at different orientations relative to optimal. Note the similarity of the polar plots observed for the recovered eye
(green lines) and the experienced eye (red lines). (F) Median of the recovered (green) and experienced (red) eye responses shown in (E) reveals
similar orientation tuning for the two eyes. All recordings were made in the left hemisphere. Opt, optimal; Orth, orthogonal.

period of binocular vision, and the animals were binocularly deprived for 1 to 2 days to allow elimination of TTX
and restoration of cortical neuronal activity. We then
recorded single-unit activity within 5 mm of the TTX infusion site. Control recordings were made in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the deprived (right) eye of the
same animals, which received citrate buffer infusion.
The flat ocular dominance profile shown in Figure 8G indicates that citrate buffer treatment did not prevent recovery of deprived eye responses. In contrast, the
ocular dominance profile in the TTX-treated hemisphere
is markedly shifted toward the experienced (left) eye
(Figure 8H). Mean CBI values (6SEM) for the control

hemisphere (0.54 6 0.03) were significantly higher than
those for the infused one (0.23 6 0.03, p < 0.001, Student’s t test), indicating that silencing of cortical activity
prevented recovery of responses to the deprived eye.
Discussion
We report three major findings concerning the mechanisms of recovery from the effects of a brief period of
MD. The first major finding is that deprived eye function
can recover remarkably fast and with great precision
following restoration of normal binocular vision. Singleunit recordings and optical imaging of intrinsic signals
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Figure 7. Intracortical Infusion of CHX Suppresses Protein Synthesis
(A and B) Coronal section of V1 shows suppression of protein synthesis in a CHX-infused hemisphere (A), but not in the noninfused
hemisphere of the same animal (B), as measured by incorporation
of the tritium-labeled amino acid leucine into newly synthesized
proteins. Scale bar, 1 mm.
(C and D) Higher-magnification inserts show markedly lower densities of silver grains in the region outlined in (A) than in (B), respectively. Scale bar, 100 mm.
(E) Nissl-stained coronal section showing cortical laminae in a section adjacent to that shown in (A). Pale spots are artifacts of the
Nissl staining.
(F) Quantification of silver grain density over the lateral extent of
CHX-infused sections (closed symbols; mean 6 SEM; n = 3 animals). Solid line and gray area represent the mean and 6 SEM of
silver grains for the noninfused hemisphere sections. Dashed line
represents background counting. Protein synthesis levels are significantly suppressed in the infused hemisphere relative to the noninfused one (*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, post hoc Bonferroni test).

revealed that stimulation of the previously deprived eye
evokes robust neuronal responses in the contralateral
hemisphere through all cortical layers as early as
a few hours after eyelid opening. Importantly, normal
selectivity to stimulus orientation, a cortical property
thought to be critical for visual function, was already
present following 4 hr of binocular recovery. Extreme
manipulations, such as enucleation of the nondeprived
eye (Kratz and Spear, 1976) and blockade of intracortical inhibition (Burchfiel and Duffy, 1981) have been

previously reported to induce rapid recovery of deprived eye responses. However, most cells failed to recover responses to stimulation of the deprived eye, and
recovering neurons had abnormal response properties.
Therefore, this is the first demonstration that simple restoration of normal binocular vision induces rapid and
precise recovery of deprived eye responses.
The second major finding of the present study is that
suppression of cortical protein synthesis does not prevent recovery of deprived eye responses. This finding
cannot be explained by inadequate protein synthesis inhibition for several reasons. First, CHX at the concentration used here blocked the loss of deprived eye
responses during MD in mice (Taha and Stryker, 2002)
and in ferrets, as shown in the present study. Furthermore, we demonstrated that intracortical infusion of
CHX blocked de novo protein synthesis in ferret visual
cortex. Finally, simultaneous application of CHX and
RAPA, two protein synthesis inhibitors with complementary effects, failed to affect recovery. Even if a modest amount of protein synthesis remains that might be
enough for recovery to occur, there is still a clear difference between the MD and recovery scenarios. Finding
that recovery of deprived eye responses is fast, precise,
and protein synthesis-independent provides important
new insight into the cellular and molecular mechanisms
that mediate recovery from the effects of MD.
The third major finding is that remarkably fast and
protein synthesis-independent recovery was restricted
to the hemisphere contralateral to the deprived eye. In
the ipsilateral hemisphere, no evidence of functional recovery was observed after 4 hr of binocular vision, as
was seen in the contralateral hemisphere; recovery
was only observed after 3 to 4 days of binocular vision.
Furthermore, this protracted course of recovery in the
ipsilateral hemisphere was dependent upon protein
synthesis: CHX treatment during recovery prevented
the restoration of deprived eye responses close to the
site of infusion.
Mechanisms of Recovery from Short-Term MD
The structural and functional changes resulting from MD
are thought to require transcription factor activation
(Mower et al., 2002), gene expression (Pham et al.,
1999), and protein synthesis (Taha and Stryker, 2002).
In contrast, we have much less information concerning
the molecular mechanisms of recovery from the effects
of MD. The rapidity and protein synthesis independence
of recovery argue strongly against a role for transcription
factors and gene expression in functional recovery of animals deprived for a brief period of time. This conclusion
is consistent with the proposal that different mechanisms underlie loss and recovery of cortical binocularity
in the short-term model of MD (Liao et al., 2002).
The present findings also shed light on circuit
changes during recovery from short-term MD. The protein synthesis independence and very short time course
of recovery observed in every cortical layer argue in
favor of reactivation of latent thalamocortical and intracortical circuitry and against major anatomical reorganization following restoration of binocular vision, since
anatomical remodeling would likely require gene expression and protein synthesis. Our proposal predicts
that rapid recovery will only occur if binocular vision is
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Figure 8. Loss, but Not Recovery, of Deprived Eye Response Requires Cortical Protein Synthesis
(A and B) Ocular dominance histograms of
animals treated with continuous intracortical
infusion of CHX (10 mg/ml) in the left V1.
Right eye deprivation (3 to 4 days, n = 5) during treatment induced loss of deprived eye
responses in neurons located far ([A], w5
mm, 76 cells), but not close to ([B], up to 2
mm, 103 cells) the infusion site.
(C) In contrast, restoration of binocular vision
during CHX treatment (10 mg/ml) for 4 hr
(140 cells, n = 4) or 3 to 4 days (139 cells, n
= 5) did not prevent recovery of deprived
eye responses for neurons located close to
the infusion site (up to 2 mm). Animals allowed 4 hr of binocular vision were MD for
6 days and surgically implanted with minipumps 3 to 4 days before eye opening,
whereas animals allowed 3 to 4 days of binocular vision were surgically implanted with
minipumps 1 day before eye opening.
(D) Simultaneous treatment with CHX (10
mg/ml) and RAPA (2 mM or 2 mM) did not
prevent recovery of deprived eye responses
close to the infusion site (up to 2 mm, 114
cells, n = 4). (E and F) In contrast, intracortical infusion of CHX (10 mg/ml) in the right visual cortex prevented recovery of deprived
eye responses in neurons located close to
([F], up to 2 mm, 101 cells, n = 4), but not
far from ([E], w5 mm, 88 cells) the infusion
site.
(G and H) Intracortical infusion of TTX (5 mM)
in the left V1 (H) prevented recovery of previously deprived eye responses (76 cells),
whereas citrate buffer infused into the right
hemisphere (90 cells) of the same animals
(n = 4) did not prevent recovery (G). Animals
were monocularly deprived for 6 days, surgically implanted with minipumps 1 day before
opening of the deprived eye, allowed 3 to 4
days of binocular vision, and then binocularly deprived for 1 to 2 days to allow elimination of TTX before recordings were
conducted. Error bars indicate 6SEM. PI,
pump implantation; BR, binocular recovery;
BD, binocular deprivation; Cont, contralateral; ipsi, ipsilateral; RE, right eye; LE, left
eye.

restored prior to the onset of major anatomical changes
induced by MD. This proposal is consistent with findings indicating that a saturating shift in ocular dominance occurs well before major anatomical changes in
thalamocortical projections are observed in monocularly deprived cats (within 6 to 7 days of MD; Antonini
and Stryker, 1993). Indeed, a recent report indicated
that recovery in cats deprived for 10 days (Faulkner
et al., 2005), when anatomical changes in thalamocortical projections are already present (Antonini and
Stryker, 1993), requires 2–4 days of binocular vision. In

ferrets, approximately 5 days of MD at the peak of the
critical period is required to induce a saturating shift in
ocular dominance (Medina et al., 2003), in contrast to
2 days in cats (Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Olson and Freeman, 1975), suggesting that anatomical changes in thalamocortical projections are delayed in ferrets relative
to cats. Recovery is unlikely to involve only the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN), since our experiments with
TTX revealed a requirement for cortical activity. Moreover, recovery is also unlikely to involve only geniculocortical connections, since our results show fast
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recovery in supragranular layer neurons that do not receive massive input from the LGN. Therefore, recovery
should also involve intracortical circuits. However, we
know considerably less about changes in intracortical
connections than about thalamocortical connections
during MD. Although horizontal connections between
ocular dominance columns have been reported to reorganize within 2 days in strabismic cats (Trachtenberg
and Stryker, 2001), it remains to be determined whether
such connections are altered during the first few days of
MD and whether their reorganization is a requirement
for recovery.
Our results are consistent with the idea that recovery
of deprived eye responses involves binocular associative mechanisms (Mitchell et al., 2001, 2003). Following
restoration of visual input to the deprived eye, synchronous release of neurotransmitters from the experienced
eye and remaining deprived eye terminals could activate cortical neurons, increasing their intracellular calcium levels. One possible scenario is that activated
calcium-dependent kinases would then phosphorylate
diverse targets underlying synaptic potentiation. The
main problem with this proposal is that it is likely that
synaptic potentiation will fade without long-lasting
changes to the synapses, and our results rule out
a role for late-phase LTP, which requires protein synthesis (Frey et al., 1988; Nguyen et al., 1994). However,
a transient form of synaptic potentiation that can be
converted into a persistent enhancement and does
not require protein synthesis has been reported in
Aplysia (Bailey et al., 2000), indicating that synaptic potentiation may be considered as a possible substrate for
rapid recovery.
An alternative explanation for rapid recovery derives
from recent results suggesting that a striking dephosphorylation of ERK is observed as early as 1 hr after restoration of binocular vision (R. de Bittencourt-Navarrete
et al., 2004, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). ERK activation
has been shown to be required for ocular dominance
plasticity during MD (Di Cristo et al., 2001), and its significance probably stems from the fact that ERK phosphorylates CREB (Bito et al., 1996; Kornhauser et al., 2002),
a transcription factor known to regulate the cAMP response element (CRE). CRE, in turn, plays a critical
role in loss of deprived eye function (Pham et al., 1999;
Mower et al., 2002). A recent study, however, demonstrated that CRE function is not required for recovery
of normal vision (Liao et al., 2002). Therefore, one intriguing implication emerging from these findings is that
genes downstream from the CRE may have to be turned
off before recovery can occur. If this is correct, suppression of protein synthesis may actually facilitate recovery.
Interhemispheric Differences in Recovery
The results presented here reveal a marked difference in
the time course of recovery for the hemispheres ipsilateral and contralateral to the deprived eye. This finding
likely reflects the contralateral eye dominance of cortical responses (Issa et al., 1999; Ruthazer et al., 1999),
which may also contribute to previously described interhemispheric differences during MD (Mustari and Cynader, 1981) and recovery (Faulkner et al., 2005) in
strabismic cats. This contralateral eye dominance raises the possibility that the effects of MD in the two

hemispheres follow different time courses. According
to this idea, deprivation may induce a faster ocular dominance shift in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the deprived
eye. If so, subsequent anatomical changes, such as retraction of afferents serving the deprived eye and expansion of afferents serving the nondeprived eye,
could also occur earlier in the ipsilateral hemisphere.
Therefore, restoration of afferents serving the recovering eye may involve a concomitant retraction of the expanded axon arbors relaying information from the
nondeprived eye. In this case, gene expression and protein synthesis may be required. In fact, our results show
that protein synthesis inhibition during binocular vision
prevented recovery of deprived eye responses in the
hemisphere ipsilateral to the deprived eye. On the basis
of this hypothesis, one may expect that if binocular vision occurs before anatomical changes take place in
the ipsilateral hemisphere, fast and protein synthesisindependent recovery could also be seen.
Another possible explanation for these interhemispheric differences relates to the dominance of the contralateral retinogeniculostriate pathway. In ferret V1,
geniculocortical inputs driven by the contralateral eye
not only dominate the binocular segment of V1, but
also provide the principal input to a representation of
the near ipsilateral visual field along the V1/V2 border
(White et al., 1999). Should these dominant inputs be
more resistant to MD-induced regression than inputs
driven by the ipsilateral eye, they may provide a latent
‘‘scaffold’’ for the fast recovery of contralateral eye responses. In the ipsilateral hemisphere, geniculocortical
inputs driven by the contralateral eye—whose dominance is greatly reinforced with MD—may hinder the
fast recovery of ipsilateral eye responses. It is possible
that these enhanced contralateral eye inputs in the ipsilateral hemisphere must first regress before ipsilateral
eye responses recover; such regressive events may require protein synthesis, as do the initial plastic changes
that mediate MD. Future studies will be necessary to elucidate the basis of such interhemispheric differences.
Models of Recovery from MD
The present study used a binocular recovery protocol,
rather than a reverse deprivation protocol, because of
the importance of binocular vision for recovery of visual
acuity in animal models of amblyopia (Mitchell and
Gingras, 1998; Mitchell et al., 2001, 2003) and in human
patients with this condition (Moseley et al., 1997). In addition, recovery of visual acuity during reverse deprivation occurs over a markedly slower time course than
does recovery during binocular vision (Mitchell et al.,
2001). Moreover, in reverse deprived cats, recovery of
responses to visual input from the previously deprived
eye had a time course that was considerably slower
than that for loss during MD (Mioche and Singer,
1989). In mice, recovery of function by reverse suture
occurs just as slowly as the initial MD effect (Gordon
and Stryker, 1996; Hensch et al., 1998).
Recovery during reverse deprivation is also likely
to be more mechanistically complex: CRE-mediated
gene transcription (Liao et al., 2002) is essential for recovery during reverse deprivation, but not binocular vision. Additionally, recovery during reverse deprivation
involves a proteolytic cascade, which may mediate
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structural remodeling of axons (Muller and Griesinger,
1998). In conclusion, our use of the binocular recovery
animal model was instrumental for demonstrating
a very rapid and precise form of ocular dominance plasticity that does not require protein synthesis.
Potential Clinical Implications
The results presented here may have important implications for understanding recovery in infants that have relatively short periods of visual deprivation, as occurs in
the case of congenital cataracts. These patients, who
typically undergo eye operations within the first one or
two months of postnatal life, were found to start recovering visual acuity as early as 1 hr after restoration of
normal visual input (Maurer et al., 1999). Our findings
suggest a neurobiological basis for this rapid improvement in visual acuity. Latent deprived eye connections
in these patients may rapidly reactivate upon recovery
of normal vision.
Another implication of our study is that binocular vision is likely to play an important role in recovery from
amblyopia. This conclusion was also suggested by
a study showing that initial recovery of visual acuity after MD is faster when both eyes are open than in reverse-deprived animals (Mitchell et al., 2001). Although
clinical evidence suggests that patching the better eye
of a child is required to improve spatial resolution in
the amblyopic eye, strong support for a role of binocular
recovery in the initial stages of treatment of amblyopia
has been reported (Moseley et al., 1997), and large ongoing clinical studies are re-examining the roles of
patching and binocular vision in recovery.
Conclusions
The study of mechanisms that mediate restoration of deprived eye function in response to changes in visual
stimulation is a topic that demands increased attention.
Our results provide new insight into how recovery of cortical function can rapidly occur in response to changes
in sensory experience. The protein synthesis independence, rapidity, and precision of recovery implicate relatively simple mechanistic processes in the reactivation
of a latent set of connections following restoration of binocular vision.

Animal Care and Use Committee at Virginia Commonwealth University approved all procedures described in this paper.
Surgical Implantation of Minipumps
Alzet osmotic minipumps (0.25 ml/hr; Durect Corp.) were filled with
CHX (10 mg/ml; Sigma), CHX and RAPA (2 mM or 2 mM; Calbiochem), TTX (5 mM; Biomol), or citrate buffer and were implanted in
26 ferrets at P49–P55. The concentrations of CHX and TTX used
in this study were the same as those used in previous studies of ocular dominance plasticity (Taha and Stryker, 2002; Reiter et al.,
1986). The concentration of RAPA chosen for two animals was three
orders of magnitude higher than the Ki in vitro (Galat et al., 1992), ensuring that a sufficient concentration of the drug is delivered to the
cortex (Bear et al., 1990). However, since this concentration was
found not to prevent recovery, two additional animals were treated
with RAPA at a concentration six orders of magnitude higher than
the Ki. Similar results were observed in the two groups of animals.
For this reason, their results were pooled together.
Minipump implantations were performed as described elsewhere
(Ramoa et al., 2001). To allow the solution to reach working concentrations, the infusion was continued for at least 1 day before the MD
or binocular recovery procedures (Taha and Stryker, 2002). For animals receiving TTX, the pumps were removed after the period of
binocular vision and then the animals were binocularly deprived
for 1 to 2 days to allow elimination of TTX while preserving the effects of prior binocular experience. Except in TTX-treated animals,
single-unit recordings were performed immediately after the period
of MD or recovery. Electrolytic lesions (4 mA for 5 s) were made to
mark each electrode track. At the conclusion of each experiment,
ferrets were euthanized with Euthasol (125 mg/kg; Delmarva Labs),
and their brains were sectioned and then Nissl stained to reconstruct electrode tracks, as described elsewhere (Ramoa et al.,
2001).
3H-Leucine Infusion and Slice Preparation
For quantification of protein synthesis inhibition, osmotic minipumps containing CHX (10 mg/ml) were implanted in three ferrets.
After approximately 4 days of infusion, animals were anesthetized
with halothane and positioned under a dissecting scope. The left
jugular vein was cannulated, using a heparinized polyethylene catheter (0.965 mm OD, 0.58 mm ID; PE-50, Clay Adams) and 1 mCi of
tritiated leucine (MP Biomedicals) was infused. After infusion the
vein was strangulated, the incision was closed, and anesthesia
was discontinued. Animals were then allowed to survive 40 min after
righting themselves (Taha and Stryker, 2002), after which they were
euthanized with Euthasol (125 mg/kg) and perfused with 0.1 M
phosphate buffer followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Slice preparation was done as described elsewhere (Taha and Stryker, 2002).
Briefly, brains were removed and cryoprotected overnight in 4%
paraformaldehyde/30% sucrose, and coronal slices (40 mm) were
cut on a freezing microtome, mounted on 1% gelatin slides, dehydrated, and allowed to dry overnight.

Experimental Procedures
Monocular Deprivation and Binocular Recovery
Ferrets at postnatal days 45–46 (P45–P46), the peak of ocular dominance plasticity (Issa et al., 1999), had the eyelid of the right eye sutured closed. After 6 days of MD, ocular dominance was examined
in some animals (n = 12), while another group (binocular recovery
group, n = 41) had the eyelid of the deprived eye opened to restore
binocular vision for a period lasting from 0.5 hr to 5 days. Nine additional animals were monocularly deprived for 4 hr. Animals had
their eyelids sutured closed or opened under halothane anesthesia.
The period of binocular vision was considered to start after the animals had totally recovered from anesthesia (w10 min). Animals
were then placed for observation inside a large box (74 3 74 3 89
cm) containing pipes, balls, paper, and plastic objects. Animals recovered for 0.5–4 hr were left inside this box for at least 10 min and
at most, for 1 hr, approximately one-fourth of the total duration of
their period of binocular recovery. At the end of this period, ferrets
were returned to their cages in the animal colony. Animals deprived
for a period of 4 hr were also exposed to the same environment during the first hour of deprivation. Thirteen additional animals included
in these studies had normal visual experience. The Institutional

Autoradiography
Photographic emulsion (Kodak NTB-2; Kodak Scient. Imag. Syst.)
was melted in a glass vessel kept at 40ºC in a water bath located
in a dark room. Sections were coated with a thin layer of emulsion
by dipping the slides into the vessel. Slides were left to dry in a humidified chamber and then kept in a light-tight box at 4ºC. Sections
were developed (Kodak D-19) and fixed after 3–5 days of exposure.
Finally, they were washed thoroughly with distilled water, air-dried,
and mounted.
Quantification of Protein Synthesis Inhibition
Protein synthesis inhibition was quantified using a modification of
a procedure described elsewhere (Taha and Stryker, 2002). Briefly,
silver grains representing incorporation of tritium-labeled leucine
into newly synthesized proteins were counted (AnalySIS software;
Soft Imaging System GmbH) to quantify the effects of CHX infusion.
Measurements were made in caudal sections of infused and noninfused hemispheres mounted on the same slide. Photographs of
fields w400 3 450 mm in size were taken at 1 mm intervals starting w0.5 mm lateral from the center of the infusion site and across
the lateral extent of the cortex. Background grain density was
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measured over areas devoid of positively labeled cells and subtracted from positively labeled areas. Data were expressed as number of grains per square area (mean 6 SEM).
Optical Imaging of Intrinsic Signals
Animals were premedicated, anesthetized, and ventilated as described elsewhere (Medina et al., 2003). Optical imaging of intrinsic
signals was performed with Imager 2001 VSD+ (Optical Imaging
Inc.) as described previously (White et al., 1999; Medina et al.,
2003, 2005). Surgery consisted of a craniotomy over the left hemisphere and, in some animals, over the right hemisphere, to expose
V1 and V2 (White et al., 1999). The dura was reflected and the opening was filled with agar (2.5% in saline) and covered with a glass
coverslip. First, an image of the cortical vascular pattern was obtained by illuminating the cortical surface through a green filter
(550 nm). Images of intrinsic signals were then obtained by using
a red filter (700 nm). Visual stimulation consisting of high-contrast
rectangular wave gratings (8.75/1.25º dark/light phase) was generated on a 21 inch monitor (Sony Trinitron; Sony) using a SGT+
graphics board and STIM software (Optical Imaging Inc.). Gratings
were presented monocularly at angles of 0º, 45º, 90º, or 135º and
drifted (22.5º/sec) in both directions along the axis orthogonal to
the orientation of the grating. A single trial consisted of these four
gratings and a blank screen presented to each eye for 9 s in a pseudorandom sequence, with data acquisition during the last 8 s. The
eye shutters (Optical Imaging Inc.) were controlled by the acquisition computer. A total of 20 trials was performed for each eye,
and the summed images were used to obtain a monocular response
map by subtracting responses to a blank screen from responses to
visual stimulation of each eye. In addition, a map of ocular dominance was obtained by subtracting the summed images obtained
with the left eye from the summed images obtained with the right
eye. Differential orientation maps were obtained by subtracting
the optical signals at one orientation from the responses obtained
at the orthogonal orientation (cardinal: 0º–90º; oblique: 45º–135º).
Extracellular Recordings In Vivo
Animals were premedicated, anesthetized, and ventilated as described elsewhere (Medina et al., 2003). A craniotomy (3–5 mm in diameter) was made over the left hemisphere and, in some animals,
the right hemisphere. Single-unit recordings were conducted using
a tungsten-in-glass microelectrode lowered into V1. After isolation
of a single unit, its receptive field, ocular dominance, and preferred
orientation, direction, and velocity were determined qualitatively,
using a moving bar of light (0.5º wide and 20º long). Ocular dominance and/or orientation selectivity were then quantitatively determined under computer control. To assess orientation selectivity,
the moving bar of light was presented to each eye separately at
four orientations centered around the optimal stimulus orientation
(0º, 45º, 90º, and 135º). To assess ocular dominance, only the optimal stimulus orientation was used. One stimulus presentation consisted of the bar of light moving across the receptive field in one
direction and then back across in the opposite direction. A computer collected spikes over ten stimulus presentations at each orientation using Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design).
Spontaneous activity was determined by recording in the absence
of stimulation for 2 s following each presentation. Upon the conclusion of the experiment, the animal was sacrificed with Euthasol (125
mg/kg, i.p.). The brains of some animals were sectioned and then
Nissl stained to reconstruct electrode tracks.
Quantification of Ocular Dominance
To obtain a quantitative estimate of ocular dominance based on the
optical maps, we created ocular dominance histograms from unfiltered ocular dominance images that were clipped at 62SD. The distribution of gray values was calculated in a region of interest (ROI)
drawn manually to include V1 and V2 (White et al., 1999). To avoid
biases in identification of areas of cortical responsiveness, ROIs
were outlined on cardinal maps containing responses to stimulation
of both eyes and then superimposed on their respective ocular
dominance images (White et al., 2001a). Next, the range of gray values (0–255) was divided into five class intervals, in which 0–50 and
204–255 correspond to classes containing the darkest and lightest
pixels, respectively. Darker (0–101) and lighter (153–255) pixels

indicate responses dominated by the right and left eyes, respectively. A contralateral bias index (CBIOI) was calculated for each animal from the ocular dominance distributions. The CBIOI was
defined as
fðP0250 2P2042255 Þ+½ðP512101 2P1532253 Þ=2+100g=200

(1)

where PA–B denotes the percentage of pixels with ocular dominance
distributions between A and B.
Quantitative analysis of ocular dominance of single-unit recordings was done by using peristimulus histograms generated for
each cell in Spike 2. The number of spikes evoked for each eye
was determined by measuring the total neuronal response during
optimal stimulus orientation. The spontaneous activity was subtracted from the total number of spikes. An ocular dominance index
(ODI) was then calculated for each cell using the following equation:
(LE)/(LE+RE), where LE and RE indicate the response to stimulation
of the left and right eye, respectively. From ODI values, a contralateral bias index (CBI) was calculated for each animal as well as for
infused and noninfused cortical regions. The CBI was defined as
fðP0:0020:19 2P0:8021:00 Þ+½ðP0:2020:39 2P0:6020:79 Þ=2+100g=200

(2)

where PA–B denotes the percentage of cells with ODI values between A and B.
Quantification of Orientation Selectivity
Quantitative analysis of orientation selectivity for optical imaging
images was done by both assessing the strength of the differential
response to orthogonal gratings and the magnitude of the vector
when the responses to all four angles were summed. Briefly, indices
of orientation selectivity (OSIOI) for optical images were computed
from the cardinal (OSIOI cardinal) and oblique (OSIOI oblique) difference images of each eye, as described elsewhere (White et al.,
2001b; Coppola and White, 2004). To do so, the differential optical
responses were mixed, as described above, with the floating point
files clipped at 63SD from the median. The resulting 8 bit difference
images were rescaled from 0 to 255 gray levels, low-pass filtered (to
eliminate high-frequency video noise), and then the standard deviation of the distribution of gray levels within the V1/V2 ROI was calculated. The resulting standard deviation for each difference image is
the OSIOI. Thus, a low-contrast image with little differential response
to orthogonal gratings yields a low value, while a high-contrast
image with well-defined orientation domains yields a value severalfold higher than baseline. In addition, an orientation selectivity magnitude index (OSIOI magnitude) was calculated from each magnitude map that was generated by vector summation (Blasdel and
Salama, 1986), using the monocular cardinal and oblique difference
images. OSIOI magnitude values express the mean of gray levels
within V1 and V2. To avoid biases in the identification of areas of
cortical responsiveness, ROIs were outlined on monocular response maps and then superimposed on the respective cardinal,
oblique, or magnitude images.
To obtain a quantitative estimate of orientation selectivity based
on the single-unit recordings, orientation selectivity indices (OSI)
were obtained for each cell by dividing the response 90º from the
optimal (OSI90º) or the response 45º from the optimal (OSI45º) by
the response at the optimal orientation and then subtracting the result from 1. Indices of 1.0 indicate a high degree of selectivity, and
indices of 0.0 indicate lack of selectivity.
Statistical Analysis
Data were submitted to one-way ANOVAs followed by post hoc
comparisons to ascertain group differences. The Bonferroni test
was used when equal variances were assumed, and the Tamhane
test, when they were not. Significant differences between groups
were defined as p < 0.05 (two-tailed). Comparisons of means between two groups were done using Student’s t tests.
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